Ahstracr -The present paper investigates the recursive realization of a rational generalized transfer function (GTF) as a linear time-variant (LTV) difference equation. We develop a relationship between a GTF and a time-variant difference equation. The unique realizability of a GTF as a LTV difference equation is discussed. Procedures for determining a timevariant difference equation from a given GTF having constant coefficients in its denominator are then developed. For a GTF having time-variant coefficients in its denominator, a "best" approximate realization is numerically determined based on the Chebyshev norm to minimize the residual vector.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CERTAIN class of signals undergo significant change in its spectrum for the duration of the signal. The nonstationary nature of the signals may be caused by the properties of the medium in which the signals propagate, or by the motion of the signal sources (or the receivers) or by other physical phenomena. The optimal filter for processing such signals should be time-variant [l] , [2] , where the frequency spectrum of the filter is shifted or its shape is changed as a function of time. Linear time-variant (LTV) digital filters have been found desirable in seismic signal processing [3] , [4] , the analysis and synthesis of speech signals [5] , [6] , spread communication channels such as in radar and sonar systems [7] , and other areas [8] , [9] .
The analysis of LTV digital filters [lo] is well established. However, the increased complexity of implementation and synthesis of LTV digital filters has been a major problem in applying the filters. Several time-domain synthesis techniques [ll] - [13] have been developed, but little work has been done in the frequency-domain synthesis [4] . For LTV digital filters, the discrete Fourier transform implementation requires a large number of computations. The use of a recursive structure improves the computational efficiency and reduces the storage requirements for the filter coefficients. The improvement is much more significant for an LTV filter than it is for an LTI filter. However, considerable difficulty has been encountered in the synthesis of recursive LTV filters. That a rational generalized transfer function (GTF) and an LTV difference Manuscript received October 20,1983.; revised May 17,1984 . This work was supported by the DOD Joint Services Electronics Program through the AFOSR under Contract F49620-82-C-0033.
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Several researchers have tried to extend the time-invariant filtering technique to time-variant filters without really taking into consideration this additional complexity. In [3] , [14] , the rational GTF of an LTV difference equation is approximated as that of an LTI recursive difference equation by freezing the LTV difference equation at the instant of consideration. Thus an LTV filter is approximately synthesized by a succession of LTI recursive filters. However, the frozen-time transfer function cannot adequately specify the overall time-variant characteristics of the LTV filters because the former does not completely capture the recursive nature of the LTV difference equation. The LTV difference equation and the rational GTF they consider do not represent the same filter. A qualitative comparison between a rational GTF and an LTV difference equation implementing a frozen-time transfer function is presented in [15] . The purpose of the present paper is to develop an efficient method for synthesizing recursive LTV digital filters from given GTF's.
In LTV digital filtering, unlike LTI digital filtering, a GTF cannot be obtained from a given LTV difference equation by applying the z-transform. Section II describes a method for determining an LTV difference equation from a given rational GTF. We derive a system of linear equations relating coefficients of a GTF and an LTV difference equation. In Section III, we consider a rational GTF, in which all the coefficients of its denominator are independent of time, and obtain a unique solution of the system of equations. Further, a simple two-stage recursive structure to implement a rational GTF having constant denominator coefficients is proposed, where all the coefficients of the recursive structure are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the GTF. For a rational GTF having time-varying coefficients in its denominator, the system of linear equations becomes overdetermined. In Section IV, we find an approximate solution of the overdetermined system of equations to minimize the residual vector of the system. A "best" approximate realization is achieved in terms of the minimax solution based on the Chebyshev norm. A numerical method to determine the minimax solution is briefly discussed. In Section V, an example is presented which illustrates the result of this recursive realization. There are several representations of LTV digital filters. The input-output behavior of a filter may be characterized in the time domain by its impulse response. Suppose h(n, m) denotes the impulse response of an LTV digital filter defined as the output, of a filter measured at the instant n in response to a unit-sample impulse applied at the instant (n -. m). Then the input and output sequences {x(n)) and {YC~)) f o an LTV digital filter are related by the time-variant convolution where S(n) equals to 1 at n = 0 and zero otherwise. Taking the z-transform of (5) with respect to the variable m, and exchanging the order of summations, this yields
i=o k=l Equation (6) provides a way of determining a generalized transfer function from a given LTV difference equation, if initial conditions are given, and vice versa.
(1) n=-CC As an example of determining a GTF from an LTV difference equation, let us consider a first-order LTV difference equation of the form Another time-domain characterization of an LTV digital filter is recursive difference equation. The K&h-order recursive difference equation representation of an LTV digital filter is written in the form Ad-g&b -1) = &x(") with an initial filter condition
Using (6), we get the GTF where bKb(n) z 0 for some n, and b,(n) = 1. The frequency-domain characterization of an LTV digital filter is represented in terms of the GTF H(z, n), defined as
Comparing (7) and (8), we can see that the coefficients of the GTF and those of the difference equation are different.
As another example, consider a special case:
i=o Given a GTF, the output sequence {y(n)} of an LTV digital filter is determined by rb> = j"b) (4 where the sequence { jn(i)} is the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of H(z, n)X( z), i.e.,
By the use of (6), the GTF of the system (9) is determined to be
This relation indicates that the determination one output value requires an IDFT operation. Hence, the DFT implementation of the GTF requires a lot of computation. For time-invariant filters, the transfer function is determined by taking the z-transform of both sides of the LTI difference equation. This procedure cannot be extended to obtaining the GTF of an LTV difference equation. However, we can derive a recursive relation for which it is easier to obtain the GTF than it is for the original LTV difference equation. According to the definition of the generalized impulse response, h (n, n -m) is the output of a filter characterized by the difference equation (2) in response to a unit-sample impulse S(n -m), i.e., The GTF of the filter characterized by a difference equation having only a time-variant moving average part has the form of a time-variant all-zero transfer function. It is easily shown that a GTF of all-zero form is realizable as a time-variant moving average filter. Thus for LTV all-zero filters, coefficients of the LTV difference equation and that of the GTF are exactly in one-to-one correspondence, as in the case of LTI filters.
To discuss a general relationship between the rational GTF and the LTV difference equation, we assume that the GTF is a rational function of the form
k=l Substituting (11) into (6) and comparing the coefficients of Z -i, we have a system of linear equations as follows:
with zero initial conditions, i.e., h(n, m) = 0 for m < 0, Qc=d 
L=K;+Kh M=K;+K, g,(n) and s,!(n) are the coefficients of zPi in the functions and Kh nD(z,n-j) and -N(z,n-1) For the convenience of the presentation, we assume that for the given GTF K, = K,. The matrix Q in (12) then ii) Rank = K, if aa or CX,~(,) is not zero at an reduces to a square matrix as follows:
AND SYSTEMS, VOL. CAS-32, NO. 3, MARCH 1985 Thus the condition for the matrix Q to be singular is that a column or columns of the matrix is linearly dependent on columns of the matrix
Q2
[ 1 Q4 * For example, a.ssume pi == a,(n -1) a&l -1) ' i=l . . ..K (2 at some instant, then the matrix Q becomes singular. However, this condition makes H(z, n -1) = (~~(n -l), which is a ver;y rare case. There may be several different cases of det Q := 0. In case when the matrix Q is singular, the exact realization of the GTF (13) as an LTV difference equation does not exist. The matrix Q. is a square matrix with the dimension (K, + K, + 1) >: (K, + K, + 1). Thus the unique realization is always possible regardless of the degrees of the numerator and the denominator polynomials of the GTF. The discussion above generalizes the earlier result on the realizability [7] of a GTF as an LTV difference equation, where the realizability is proved for K, = K, -1. Relation (14) also provides the methods for determining the coefficients of an LTV difference equation for a given rational GTF.
In addition, the solution makes it possible to compute the coefficient's errors of the recursive realization derived from the frozen-time transfer function. In the frozen-time transfer function synthesis, the coefficients of the LTV difference equation are given by a,(n) = a,(n) and bi( n) = p;(n). Let A and B denote the vectors of coefficient errors. They are given by xi= (IQ,-Q,Q;'Q,)-'a-a B = --Q,'Q3(Q1-Q2Qi'Qj)-1-B (15) where b= [& p2 ... fiK,]r. The output error then may be derived using the coefficient errors.
However, in the exact realization above, (12) should be computed at each sampling instant, and some errors due to the finite wordlength of the computing machine may occur.
To eliminate these problems, we develop a simple two-stage recursive structure to implement the GTF, where coefficients of difference equations are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the GTF. Let us consider the cascade connection of two filters, as shown in Fig. 1 , where If the first filter is also time-variant, the overall impulse response is given by which is not a convolution of h,(n, m) and h,(n, m). Let H,(z) = D(z) and H2(z, n) = N(z, n). According to relation (18) and the second example in the previous section, a GTF having constant coefficients in its denominator is realized as the following two-stage recursive filter:
(
20) i=o
The filter structure is shown in Fig. 2. 
IV. A BEST REALIZATION OF A GTF AS A LINEAR TIME-VARIANT DIFFERENCE EQUATION
Suppose that I and J denote the number of rows and columns (I = K; + K, + K, + 1, J = K, + K, + l), respectively, in the matrix Q. We can write (12) in the form (21) where Qj denotes the column vector [Q:. Qf . . . QjlT and d the vector [d, d, . . * dl]'. The system (21) is overdetermined with more equations than unknowns and therefore, it has no exact solution. However, we may seek its approximate solutions to minimize the discrepancies between the number di and the number J C Qfcj.
j=l
In other words, we may ask that the residual vector J r= c Qjc,-d j=l (which, in general, cannot be zero) shall be close to zero. From the general existence theorem of approximation [16] , there always exists a vector c = [ci . . . cJ] for which the norm llrjl is minimum. Such a vector may be termed a "best" approximate solution of the system (21) in the sense that the error is minimized. With this mathematical basis, our aim is to find a "best" approximate solution to minimize the L,, norm of the residual of the system, being defined as Il@Cc)llp = ;i.r,F The matrix QTQ is positive definite and hence nonsingular if the columns of Q are linearly independent. Nevertheless, the matrix QTQ may be ill-conditioned and for moderate values of I, the solution c will not be accurate [20] . To alleviate this problem, in this paper we employ the Chebyshev (infinite) norm. For p = 00, the residuals r,, (i =l; . ., I) are nearly equal and I\@(c)]], < I]@(c)]], [16] . Then the best approximate solution of (21) renders the expression a minimum. The determination of this "best" approximate solution reduces to a linear programming problem. Such a c is termed a minimax ("Chebyshev", "Lm") solution to the overdetermined system denoted by "Qc = d ". The minimax solution is unique if the matrix Q satisfies the Haar condition, i.e., every. J X J submatrix of Q is nonsingular.
Though the minimax solution may be obtained by several numerical techniques [16] , the descent algorithm is an efficient one [21] . The descent algorithm determines a real J-vector i; such that ]QZ -d] < 1Qc -dl for all real J-vectors c. This algorithm begins with any initial c and defines a direction of descent from c as J-vector AC for which Ilr(c + AAc)]] < Ijr(c)ll for all sufficiently small but positive values of X. We continue to determine a finite sequence of c's reducing the quantity ]Qc -dl at each step, until E reached where ]Qc -dj can no longer be reduced. Details of this algorithm can be found in references [16] , [21] . In order to apply the descent algorithm, we have used the Fortran IV subroutine implemented by Cline [21] . An example is considered in the next section.
V. N,I~ERICAL RESULT
As an example illustrating a "best" approximate synthesis of a GTF, we consider the third-order Butterworth low-pass filter where the cutoff frequency continuously changes from 0.37r to 0.1~ in 64 sampling instants. The GTF of this filter is represented by
and q(n) = tan(0.15n -nT/640) denotes the continuously varying cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter. Using the descent algorithm, the "best" approximate coefficients of LTV difference equation are derived. In order to measure the accuracy of the "best" approximate solution, we compute the maximum of the magnitudes of N components of residual vector (Ilr(c)llm) and obtain the values in the range of lop4 to lo-', representing a reasonably accurate solution.
To obtain the amplitude response of the approximated __ recursive filter, we first compute the impulse response of the approximated LTV difference equation and then compute an M-point DET with respect to m. In an attempt to measure the discrepancy between the given and the approximated filter characteristics, we define the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) as where ]H(ejWI, n)l and ]fi(ej"l, n)l denote the amplitude responses of the given and the approximated GTF at the discrete frequencies wi = 2r( i -1)/M. The NMSE defined above is a measure of how much error is introduced in implementing an LTV filter as a difference equation using the proposed method. A small value of denotes that the approximated recursive filter bears a close resemblance to the given filter characteristics. In this example we use M = 256. The co:mputed value of c is c=O.O0689.
In computing the normalized mean squared error, the amplitude responses are normalized such that the value at wi is equal to 1. To compare the proposed method with the frozen-time based method, we compute the amplitude response of the recursive LTV digital filter approximated by the frozen-time transfer function. The NMSE cf for the frozen-time transfer function approximation is E, = 0.01306.
If the given GTF is of higher order, the proposed method would synthesize an LTV filter more accurately than the frozen-time based method, but at the expense of more computations for the synthesis. The amplitude responses of the given and approximated generalized transfer functions are shown in Fig. 3 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for realizing a rational generalized transfer function as an LTV difference equation is presented. A rational GTF having constant denominator coefficients is uniquely realizable and it is efficiently implemented by a cascade connection of an LTI all pole filter and an LTV all-zero filter. For the general class of GTF's, the coefficients of the GTF and the LTV difference equation are related in the form of an overdetermined system of linear equations. The minimax solution of this system has been shown to provide the "best" approximate realization. In addition, the realization is unique if the overdetermined system of linear equations satisfies the Haar condition. 
